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The Golden Drop Capsule (GDC) 

One of the most important components in every microphone is the 
capsule, its design and how it transforms the reproduced sound in to 
electric energy, giving a soul to your recording. 

Golden Drop technology is Innovative capsules diaphragm sputtering 
method, where a lot of tiny and different sized golden dots are sys-
tematically sputtered on the capsules diaphragm. It is invention of 
Juris Zarins and is applied to most of JZ Microphones products. 

Advantages of Golden Drop technology 

With applied Golden Drop technology, capsules diaphragm is lighter 
therefore it moves and gets to its default position faster than the 
same capsules diaphragm without Golden Drop technology, imagine 
handling the truck compared to sports car, in other words lighter dia-
phragm can detect and deliver much faster changes in musical con-
tent. 

It gives more clarity, precision, less colorations and distortions in fre-
quency response. When applied, Golden Drop technology can improve 
the sonic characteristics of any type of ordinary capsule giving more 
realistic picture of your recording. 

Vintage Series microphones use 4 types of GDC

1. V47 Double large diaphragm 25 mm GDC (GDC47) 
GDC47 is double large diaphragm Golden Drop microphone capsule. 
GDC47 is applied only to our fi xed cardioid V47 microphones. 

2. V67 Double large diaphragm 25 mm GDC (GDC67) 
GDC67 is double large diaphragm Golden Drop microphone capsule. 
GDC67 is applied only to our fi xed cardioid V67 microphones. 

3. V12 Double large diaphragm 25 mm GDC (GDC12) 
GDC12 is double large diaphragm Golden Drop microphone capsule. 
GDC12 is applied only to our fixed cardioid V12 microphones. 

4. V11 Double large diaphragm 27 mm GDC (GDC11)
GDC11 is double large diaphragm Golden Drop microphone capsule
GDC11 is applied only to our fixed cardioid V11 microphones. 

Innovative Vintage GDC`s were developed for our Vintage series mi-
crophones to deliver the captured sound fi eld from Vintage type cap-
sules in more accurate way. 
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Electronics

All JZ Microphones products use Class A discrete electronics, where all 
components are tested and measured for a maximum performance 
and grants to the audio signal cleanest path and extremely low self 
noise properties before any recording gear. All components are hand 
soldered by our engineers to avoid overheating of selected parts. 
While soldering the components, either it is done by un-experienced 
engineer or bad programmed machine, overheating can ruin specifi ca-
tions of very carefully selected electronic part.

Vintage series microphones are tube-less at this point, therefore elec-
tronic circuit is designed to work perfectly without tube as modern 
electronics is developed to manage the signal path without it. 

Vintage series microphones are transformer-less, therefore electron-
ics are designed to have maximum performance with minimum noise 
without the transformer. 

Vintage series microphones share basically the same electronic parts. 
Every Vintage series microphone use component selection with toler-
ance 1.5 % in differences between them (only 35% of 1000 parts can 
pass 1.5% tolerance test) 

Electronic circuit design and component selection for every JZ Micro-
phones product is done according to the capsule properties and its 
special needs to grant the best possible performance and extremely 
low self noise before any gear in the recording chain.
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Technical Specifi cations

V47, V67 & V12 series microphones
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Frequency response graphs

V47 cardioid

V67 cardioid

JZ Microphones
General contacts:

Address: Gaujas street 30, Marupe
LATVIA, LV-2167

Tel: +37167246648
Fax: +37167246649

E-mail: info@jzmic.com

V12 cardioid

V11 cardioid


